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ABSTRACT Vehicular ad hoc networking (VANET) is an emerging paradigm that is expected to increase the
public safety standards and enhance the safety level of drivers/passengers and pedestrians on roads through a
variety of applications. We have recently proposed VeMAC, a medium access control protocol that supports
a reliable one-hop broadcast service necessary for high priority safety applications in VANETs. This paper
explains how the VeMAC protocol can deliver both periodic and event-driven safety messages in vehicular
networks and presents a detailed delivery delay analysis, including queueing and service delays, for both types
of safety messages. The probability mass function of the service delay is first derived; then, the D/G/1 and
M/G/1 queueing systems are used to calculate the average queueing delay of the periodic and event-driven
safety messages, respectively. In addition, a comparison between the VeMAC protocol and IEEE 802.11p
standard is presented via extensive simulations using the network simulator ns-2 and the microscopic vehicle
traffic simulator VISSIM. A real city scenario is considered and different performance metrics are evaluated,
including the network goodput, protocol overhead, channel utilization, protocol fairness, probability of a
transmission collision, and message delivery delay.

INDEX TERMS TDMA, medium access control, delay analysis, safety messages, vehicular ad hoc
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) is a special type of
mobile ad-hoc networks, which consists of a set of vehi-
cles, equipped with a communication device called on-board
unit (OBU), and a set of stationary units along the road,
referred to as road side units (RSUs). Each vehicle OBU
has a wireless network interface which allows the vehicle
to directly connect to other vehicles and RSUs within its
communication range. Some RSUs can act as a gateway
for connectivity to other communication networks, such as
the Internet. Based on these vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) communications, VANETs can sup-
port a wide variety of applications in road safety, passen-
ger infotainment, and vehicle traffic optimization [8], [9].

The primary category of VANET applications is to enhance
the public safety standards and provide a safer environ-
ment for people on road, which is the main reason that
VANETs have received significant support from government,
academia, and industrial organizations over the globe. The
Vehicle Safety Communications (VSC) project [9] is estab-
lished by seven car manufacturers (including GM, BMW,
and Ford), in partnership with the United States Depart-
ment of Transportation (USDoT), in order to estimate the
potential benefits of VANET safety applications and define
their communication requirements. In the VSC project, the
VANET safety applications are classified into periodic and
event-driven safety applications, based on the way that the
corresponding safety messages are transmitted by each node
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(i.e., vehicle or RSU). The periodic safety applications (e.g.,
blind spot warning) require automatic transmission of safety
messages by each node at regular time intervals, while the
event-driven safety applications (e.g., pre-crash sensing [9])
require transmission of safety messages only in case of an
event such as a hard brake, approaching an emergency vehi-
cle, and dangerous road condition detection.

Most (if not all) of the safety applications, either periodic
or event-driven, are based on one-hop broadcasting of safety
messages to all the nodes within the communication range.
For instance, an application such as the emergency electronic
brake light [9] requires each vehicle to broadcast informa-
tion about its position, speed, acceleration, etc., to all the
vehicles within its one-hop neighbourhood. Similarly, for an
application such as the traffic signal violation warning [9],
an RSU near the traffic signal should broadcast to all the
coming vehicles information related to the traffic light status
and timing, road surface type, weather conditions, stopping
position, and so on. Given that any inaccuracy in the broad-
casted safety messages may result in serious consequences,
such as vehicles damage or drivers injuries, it is necessary
that a medium access control (MAC) protocol proposed for
VANETs provides an efficient one-hop broadcast service to
support the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the high
priority safety applications. The IEEE 802.11p is a current
standard proposed for MAC in VANETs [4]. However, as
will be shown in this paper, the standard does not provide
an efficient one-hop broadcast service. Various works have
been done to evaluate/enhance the performance of the IEEE
802.11p standard [10]–[12]. For instance, in [10], [11], math-
ematical analysis is presented to model the IEEE 802.11p
enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) scheme for
single-transceiver nodes, while in [12] an extension to the
EDCA scheme is proposed to satisfy the QoS requirements
of non-safety related VANET applications. On the other hand,
the VeMAC is a time division multiple access (TDMA) proto-
col that we recently proposed forMAC in VANETs to support
a reliable one-hop broadcast service [1]–[3]. The VeMAC is
designed specifically for a VANET scenario over the physical
layer of different standards, including IEEE 802.11p. The
protocol supports multichannel operation over one control
channel (CCH) and multiple service channels (SCHs) to be
consistent with the seven dedicated short range communica-
tion (DSRC) channels specified by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) for V2V and V2R communications.

The main objectives of this paper are to define how the
VeMAC protocol serves the periodic and event-driven safety
messages, to analyze the total delivery delay of both types of
safety messages, which is a crucial QoS metric for VANET
safety applications, and to present a detailed comparison
between the VeMAC protocol and the IEEE 802.11p stan-
dard in a realistic city scenario, using various performance
metrics. Different from the previous works [1]–[3], this paper
defines two different VeMAC protocol data units (exchanged
between two peer VeMAC entities) and describes the neces-
sary techniques for each node to access multiple time slots

in a time frame on the CCH. This flexibility in the number
of time slots that a node is allowed to access on the CCH
can be useful to support the safety applications with a large
message size or stringent delay requirements. Based on the
results in this paper, the VeMAC protocol parameters can be
determined to satisfy the QoS requirements of periodic and
event-driven safety applications (which is necessary for the
hardware implementation and real testing of the protocol in
the future).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

describes the system model and Section III discusses details
of the VeMAC protocol to support safety applications. The
delay analysis of periodic and event-driven safety messages
is presented in Section IV and the numerical results are given
in Section V. Section VI compares the performances of the
VeMAC protocol with that of the IEEE 802.11p standard, and
finally Section VII concludes this study and suggests some
further research topics.

FIGURE 1. Right and left directions of vehicle movement.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
The VANET under consideration consists of a set of RSUs
and a set of vehicles moving in opposite directions on two-
way vehicle traffic roads, as shown in Fig. 1. A vehicle is said
to be moving in a left (right) direction if it is currently heading
to any direction from north/south to west (east). Based on
this definition, as shown in Fig. 1, if two vehicles are moving
in opposite directions on a two-way road, regardless of the
orientation of the road, it is guaranteed that one vehicle is
moving in a left direction while the other vehicle is moving
in a right one. The vehicles and RSUs broadcast periodic
and event-driven safety messages for the purpose of safety
applications. A two-hop set (THS) is defined as a set of nodes
in which each node can reach any other node in two hops at
most. In this paper, the term ‘‘packet’’ refers to a MAC layer
protocol data unit, while the term ‘message’ refers to a MAC
layer service data unit (MSDU), i.e., the unit of information
arriving to the MAC layer entity from the layer above. The
periodic safety messages broadcasted by different vehicles
have the same (fixed) message size1. Similarly, the periodic

1A generic safety message format, called the Basic Safety Message
(BSM), is specified in the SAE J2735 application layer standard [13] to be
periodically broadcasted by vehicles. The BSM exploits the large overlap
among the vehicle state information required by various V2V applications in
order to avoid using application-specific messages and wasting the wireless
network resources [14].
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safety messages broadcasted by an RSU have equal message
size, which may differ from the size of the periodic messages
broadcasted by another RSU depending on the application.

FIGURE 2. Safety message queues.

The VANET has one CCH and multiple SCHs. Each node
has two transceivers, one is always tuned to the CCH, while
the other switches among the SCHs. Although the VeMAC
is a multichannel protocol, this paper focuses only on the
operation of the VeMAC on the CCH, over which the high
priority periodic and event-driven safety messages under con-
sideration are transmitted. As shown in Fig. 2, the periodic
and event-driven safety messages are mapped to two differ-
ent queues, which are served independently by the VeMAC
protocol, as described in details in Section III. The time
is partitioned to frames consisting of a constant number S
of equal-duration time slots. Based on a given transmission
rate determined by the physical layer, the VeMAC maximum
transmission unit (MTU) is defined as the maximum amount
of data (without the physical layer overhead) which can be
transmitted in the duration of one time slot. The duration of
a time slot is chosen such that the MTU is equal to the size
of a periodic safety message broadcasted by a vehicle plus
the maximum size of control information introduced by the
VeMAC protocol. For RSUs, if the size of a periodic safety
message plus the VeMAC control information exceeds the
MTU, themessage is fragmented to be transmitted asmultiple
VeMAC packets, as indicated in Fig. 2. This fragmentation
is typical for applications such as curve speed warning and
left turn assistant [9], in which the size of a periodic safety
message broadcasted by an RSU is considerably larger than
that of the periodic messages broadcasted by vehicles [9].
On the other hand, all the event-driven safety messages are
assumed to be small enough to fit in a single VeMAC packet,
without fragmentation. Each VeMAC packet carries at most
one safety message and only one VeMAC packet can be
transmitted per time slot. Each second contains an integer
(fixed) number of frames, and each frame is partitioned into
three sets of time slots: L, R, and F , in that order, as shown
in Fig. 3. The F set is reserved for RSUs, while the L and
R sets are associated with vehicles moving in left and right
directions respectively. Each time slot is identified by the

index of the time slot within a frame (the index starts from 0 to
S − 1), and each node is identified by a unique MAC address
and a set of short identifiers (IDs). Each node ID corresponds
to a certain time slot that the node is accessing per frame on
the CCH (more details in Section III). For a certain node, x,
the following two sets are defined: a) N (x): the set of IDs of
the one-hop neighbours of node x on the CCH, from which
node x has received packets on the CCH in the previous S
slots; b) T (x): the set of time slots that node x must not use
on the CCH in the next S time slots.
The set, T (x), is used by node x to determine which time

slots it can access on the CCH without causing any hidden
terminal problem. How each node x constructs and updates
the set is discussed in Section III as follows.

FIGURE 3. Partitioning of each frame into L,R, and F sets.

III. VEMAC PROTOCOL
A. VEMAC BASICS
In the VeMAC protocol, in order to serve the two safety
message queues in Fig. 2, each node must acquire at least one
time slot per frame on the CCH. A time slot acquired by a
certain node is referred to as a periodic or event-driven slot,
according to the type of the safety message transmitted during
this time slot. The number of periodic slots that the node
acquires per frame, denoted by kp, is constant and depends on
the fixed size and arrival rate of the periodic safety messages.
Similarly, the number of event-driven slots that the node can
access per frame, denoted by ke, is constant and depends on
the average arrival rate of the event-driven safety messages.
A node should use a unique node ID to access each of the
kp and ke slots. Each node ID is chosen by the node at
random, included in the header of each packet transmitted in
the corresponding time slot, and changed if the node detects
that its ID is already in use by another node [15]. The kp and
ke values are chosen such as to satisfy the delay constraints
of the periodic and event-driven safety messages based on
the delay analysis in Section IV. Once a node acquires a
periodic or event-driven slot, it keeps using the same slot in
all subsequent frames unless there is no packet waiting for
transmission in the corresponding queue or a transmission
collision is detected. Two types of transmission collision can
happen on the CCH [1]: access collision and merging colli-
sion. An access collision happens when two or moremembers
of the same THS attempt to acquire the same available time
slot. On the other hand, amerging collision happens when two
or more nodes acquiring the same time slot become members
of the same THS due to node activation or node mobility. In
VANETs, merging collisions are more likely to occur among
vehicles moving in opposite directions or between a vehicle
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and a stationary RSU since they approach each other with a
much higher relative velocity as compared to vehicles moving
in the same direction.

FIGURE 4. VeMAC packet types. (a) Type1 packet. (b) Type2
packet.

Two different types of VeMAC packets can be transmitted
on the CCH, as shown in Fig. 4. A Type1 packet is divided
into four main fields: Type1 header, announcement of ser-
vices (AnS), acceptance of services (AcS), and high priority
safety applications (HPSA). The HPSA field is to include
the periodic and event-driven safety messages, while the AnS
and AcS fields are used to control the communications over
the SHCs [1]. A Type2 packet does not contain any control
information: it consists of an HPSA field and a short Type2
header (the difference between Type1 and Type2 headers will
be discussed). Each node must transmit exactly one Type1
packet in each frame using one of its acquired periodic time
slots, and if the node is accessing more than one time slot
per frame, Type2 packets are transmitted over the rest of time
slots. The transmission of one Type1 packet in each frame is
mandatory since the information in the Type1 header,AnS and
AcS fields, is necessary for other nodes to decide which time
slots they can access on the SCHs [1] and CCH. On the other
hand, the transmission of Type2 packets is to decrease the pro-
tocol overhead by removing all the control information which
needs to be transmitted only once per frame. As the event-
driven safety messages are always transmitted using Type2
packets (i.e., without control information and with a large
HPSA field in the packet), fragmentation is not considered
for this type of safety messages.

B. ACCESSING SLOTS ON THE CCH
For the purpose of time slot assignment on the CCH, in the
header of each Type1 packet transmitted on the CCH, the
transmitting node y should include set N (y) and the time
slot corresponding to each node ID in set N (y). Note that,
different node IDs in setN (y) may correspond to a single one-
hop neighbour of node y which is accessing multiple time
slots per frame. The short IDs in set N (y) serve to decrease
the overhead as compared to including the MAC address of
each one-hop neighbour in the header of each transmitted
Type1 packet. The main difference between Type1 and Type2
headers is that the Type2 one is shorter as it does not contain
the set N (y) or the corresponding time slots. Suppose node
x is just powered on and needs to acquire a time slot. It
starts listening to the CCH for S successive time slots (not
necessarily in the same frame). At the end of the S slots, node
x can determine N (x) and the time slot corresponding to each
node ID in N (x). In addition, since each one-hop neighbour

w of node x announces (in the header of its transmitted Type1
packet) the set N (w) and the time slot corresponding to each
node ID in N (w), node x can determine all the time slots used
by each of its two-hop neighbours. Accordingly, node x sets
T (x) to the set of time slots used by all nodes within its two-
hop neighbourhood. Then, sets N (x) and T (x) are updated
by node x at the end of each time slot (always based on the
packets received in the previous S slots).
Given T (x), node x determines the set of accessible time

slots, A(x), (to be discussed) and then attempts to acquire a
time slot by randomly accessing any time slot in A(x), say
time slot k . If no other node in the two-hop neighbourhood
of node x simultaneously attempts to acquire time slot k ,
then no access collision happens. In this case, the attempt of
node x is successful and each one-hop neighbour w of node
x adds node x’s ID (denoted by IDx) to set N (w) and records
that time slot k corresponds to IDx . On the other hand, if at
least one node within the two-hop neighbourhood of node
x accesses time slot k , then all the transmissions in the slot
fail and time slot k is not acquired by any of the contending
nodes. Node x will determine whether or not its attempt was
successful by observing the S − 1 time slots following k .
The attempt of node x is considered successful iff the Type1
packets received from each nodew, with IDw ∈ N (x), indicate
that IDx ∈ N (w). Otherwise, node x re-accesses one of the
time slots in A(x) until it successfully acquires a time slot.
Once node x acquires a time slot, it keeps using the same slot
in all subsequent frames unless a merging collision happens.
Similar to an access collision, a merging collision is detected
by node x as soon as it receives a Type1 packet from a nodew,
with IDw ∈ N (x), indicating that IDx /∈ N (w). Upon detection
of a merging collision, each colliding node should release its
time slot and acquire a new one using the same procedure. At
the end of each time slot, the collision detection by a certain
node x should be done before updating the set N (x) in order
to prevent the nodes from unnecessarily releasing their time
slots when they just enter the communication range of each
other [1]. In order to acquire more than one time slot per
frame, node x employs the same procedure using a unique
node ID for accessing each extra time slot.

When a node, x, is attempting to acquire a time slot, a
parameter called the split up parameter, denoted by τ , deter-
mines how node x accesses the time slots belonging to the
L, R, and F sets. Consider that node x is moving in one
of the right directions. Initially, node x limits set A(x) to the
available time slots associated with the right directions, i.e.,
A(x) = T (x) ∩R. If after τ frames node x cannot acquire a
time slot, then node x augments A(x) by adding the time slots
associated with the opposite direction, i.e., A(x) = T (x) ∩
(R ∪ L). If, after τ more frames, node x still cannot acquire
a time slot, node x will start to access any available time slot,
i.e., A(x) = T (x). The same procedure applies for a vehicle
moving in a left direction by replacingRwith L. Similarly, if
node x is an RSU, for the first τ frames A(x) = T (x)∩F , and
then A(x) = T (x). Note that, when τ = ∞, regardless of the
number of access collisions that node x has encountered to
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acquire a time slot, it can only access the time slots reserved
for its moving direction (i.e., in the R set). On the other
extreme, when τ = 0, node x can access any available time
slot on the CCH even if it does not experience any access
collision. The choice of the τ value can significantly affect
the network throughput and the rates of access collisions and
merging collisions [1], [2]. In the analysis in Section IV, the
effect of the τ value on the delay of periodic and event-driven
safety messages is investigated for the two extreme cases
τ = 0 and τ = ∞.

IV. DELAY ANALYSIS
The total delay that a safety message experiences on the
CCH before reaching all the one-hop neighbours consists
of five components: 1) upper layers delay from the time
that a safety message is generated at the application layer
until it is assigned to one of the two queues in Fig. 2,
including the fragmentation time of periodic safety messages;
2) queueing delay between the time that a safety message
(or a fragment of a safety message) is assigned to one of the
queues in Fig. 2 and the time that it becomes the head of line
(HOL); 3) access delay from the time that a safety message
(or a fragment of a safety message) becomes the HOL until
the start of its transmission. This delay is mainly the time
spent by the transmitting node waiting for one of its acquired
periodic or event-driven time slots; 4) transmission duration
of a safety packet; 5) propagation delay until the safety packet
completely reaches the farthest one-hop neighbour.

The upper layers delay and propagation delay are not
considered in the following analysis since they are negligible
as compared to the other delay components. The transmission
duration of any safety packet is assumed to be equal to the
duration of one time slot. Note that, the duration of one time
slot represents the maximum transmission duration which
can be experienced by a safety packet on the CCH. However,
the difference between the maximum and actual transmission
durations (fraction of a time slot) is negligible as compared to
the queueing delay and access delay (multiple time slots). The
sum of the access delay and transmission duration is referred
to as the service delay. To simplify the analysis of the service
delay and queueing delay, denoted byWs andWq respectively,
we assume that a node releases its periodic or event-driven
time slot(s) and acquires a new one(s) after the transmission of
each periodic or event-driven safety packet respectively. This
assumption guarantees that the service delays of the succes-
sive periodic and event-driven safetymessages assigned to the
two queues in Fig. 2 form two sequences of independent and
identically distributed random variables, which is a necessary
condition for the application of the D/G/1 andM/G/1 queuing
systems in Section IV-B. The assumption is reasonable in
scenarios with high rates of access collisions and merging
collisions, where the nodes frequently release their time slots
and acquire new ones. The total delay, denoted by W , is
the sum of Ws and Wq, and all delays are represented in
the unit of a time slot. For any discrete random variable
X , the probability mass function (PMF) and the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) are denoted by fX and FX respec-
tively, while the first and second moments are denoted by X
and X2 respectively. If random variable X takes only non-
negative integer values, its probability generating function
(PGF) is denoted by GX (z) = zX =

∑
x fX (x)z

x , while G′X (z)
denotes dGX (z)dz . The service delay and queueing delay are con-
sidered separately in Sections IV-A and IV-B in the following.
The accuracy of the analysis in this section under the simpli-
fied assumptions has been studied via MATLAB simulations
in [7].

A. SERVICE DELAY
Since the VeMAC protocol serves the two queues in Fig. 2
independently using the kp and ke time slots, the PMF fWs

is similar for both queues and differs only due to the differ-
ence between the kp and ke values. Hence, the PMF fWs is
derived in a generic way (i.e., irrespective of the type of the
transmitted safety message) given that the transmitting node
is accessing k time slots per frame. For the periodic and event-
driven safety messages, the PMF fWs can be calculated just
by replacing k in the generic fWs with kp and ke respectively.
Let random variable J denote the index of the time slot at
the start of which a safety message becomes the HOL. Note
that, since the transmission delay is equal to 1, if the inter-
arrival time of periodic safety messages is an integer value, it
is guaranteed that a periodic message becomes the HOL at the
start of a time slot. On the other hand, due to random arrivals
of event-driven safety messages with non-integer inter-arrival
times, it is possible that, when the queue is empty, an arriving
event-driven message becomes the HOL within the duration
of a certain time slot. In this case, we neglect a fraction of
time slot in the calculation of the service delay and assume
that the event-driven message becomes the HOL at the start
of the next slot. Hence, the service delay Ws can take only
integer values ranging from 1 to S − k + 1. The calculation
of fWs (i), i = 1, ..., S − k + 1, is considered separately for
the two extreme values of the split up parameter, τ = 0 and
τ = ∞.

1) τ = 0
In this case, if a safety message becomes the HOL at the start
of time slot j, the transmitting node can be accessing any k
of the S time slots following (and including) time slot j with
equal probabilities. Hence,

p(Ws = i|J = j) =
CS−i
k−1

CS
k

,

1 ≤ k ≤ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ S − k + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ S − 1

where Cn
k =

n!
(n−k)!k! . The denominator is the number of ways

that the transmitting node can access k time slots among the
S time slots following (and including) time slot j, while the
numerator is the number of ways that one of the k time slots
that the node is accessing is the ith time slot starting from j,
denoted by ja = (j + i − 1)modS, and the remaining k − 1
time slots are among the S−i time slots following time slot ja.
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In other words, the numerator is the number of ways that the
node is accessing the ith time slot starting from j but not any
of the i − 1 time slots following (and including) time slot j.
Note that, with τ = 0, the probability p(Ws = i|J = j) is
independent of the value of j since the transmitting node is
allowed to access all the available time slots in a frame with
equal probabilities. Hence,

fWs (i) =
S−1∑
j=0

p(Ws = i|J = j)× fJ (j)

=

S−1∑
j=0

CS−i
k−1

CS
k

× fJ (j) =
CS−i
k−1

CS
k

,

1 ≤ i ≤ S − k + 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ S.

2) τ = ∞
Consider that a node is moving in one of the left directions.
When a safety message becomes the HOL at the start of time
slot j, the transmitting node can be accessing any k time slots
in set L with equal probabilities. There is no probability that
the node accesses any of the time slots in setsR andF . Hence,
unlike the τ = 0 case, the probability p(Ws = i|J = j)
depends on the value of j.
a) For |L| ≤ j ≤ S − 1, we have

p(Ws = i|J = j) =



C |L|−[i−(S−j)]k−1

C |L|k

, S − j+ 1 ≤ i ≤

S − j+ 1+ |L| − k,
1 ≤ k ≤ |L|,

0, elsewhere.

The denominator represents the total number of ways that
the node can access k slots among the |L| time slots, while
the numerator represents the number of ways which result in
Ws equal to i. Note that, the smallest possible value of Ws is
S − j+ 1, since j ∈ R ∪F while the node cannot access any
time slot in set R ∪ F .
b) For 0 ≤ j ≤ |L| − 1, we have the following two cases

• If j < k , we haveWs ≤ |L| − k + 1, since at least one of
the k time slots that the node is accessing is among the
next |L| − j time slots starting from time slot j. Then

p(Ws = i|J = j) =


C |L|−ik−1

C |L|k

, 1 ≤ i ≤ |L| − k + 1,

0, elsewhere.

• If j ≥ k , there is a probability that the k time slots that the
node is accessing are all before time slot j, which results
in Ws taking values between S − j + 1 and S − k + 1.
Hence

p(Ws = i|J = j) =


C |L|−ik−1

C |L|k

, 1 ≤ i ≤ |L| − j,
CS−ik−1

C |L|k

, S − j+ 1 ≤ i ≤ S − k + 1,

0, elsewhere.

Given p(Ws = i|J = j) for 0 ≤ j ≤ S − 1, we have

fWs (i) =
S−1∑
j=0

p(Ws = i|J = j)× fJ (j),

1 ≤ i ≤ S − k + 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ |L|.

For a node moving in a left direction, we assume that

fJ (j) =

{
1
|L| , 0 ≤ j ≤ |L| − 1,

0, elsewhere.

This assumption means that, first, a safety message cannot
become the HOL at the start of time slots in set R ∪ F and,
second, a safety message becomes the HOL at the start of
time slots in set L equally likely. Note that, although the
transmitting node is not allowed to access time slots in set
R ∪ F , a safety message still can become the HOL at the
start of a time slot belonging to this set, e.g., when a message
arrives at the start of a time slot j ∈ R∪F and finds the queue
empty. The same procedure in this subsubsection can be used
to derive fWs for a node moving in a right direction or for an
RSU.

B. QUEUEING DELAY
Although the PMF of the service delay is the same for
periodic and event-driven safety messages, their queueing
delays are different due to different arrival patterns for the
two different types of safety messages.

1) EVENT-DRIVEN SAFETY MESSAGES
As mentioned in Section I, the event-driven safety messages
are triggered by certain events such as a sudden brake, road
feature notification, approaching an emergency vehicle, etc.
Given the variety of such events, it is reasonable to assume
that their arrival process has independent and stationary incre-
ments, with no group arrivals. That is, the numbers of events
occurring in disjoint time intervals are independent, the PMF
of the number of events occurring in a time interval only
depends on the length of the interval, and there is no simulta-
neous arrival of events. Based on these properties, the arrival
process of the event-driven safety messages can be modeled
by a Poisson process with rate parameter λ message/slot.
Hence, the event-driven safety message queue in Fig. 2 is an
M/G/1 queuewith the service delay distribution fWs as derived
in Section IV-A. Consequently, provided thatWs <

1
λ
, which

is the necessary and sufficient condition for stability of the
event-driven safety message queue [16], by applying the P-K
formula [17], we have

Wq =
λWs

2

2(1− λWs)
.

2) PERIODIC SAFETY MESSAGES
Based on the assumption of fixed-size periodic safety mes-
sages, the number of fragments of a periodic safety message
is assumed to be fixed for a given node. If nf denotes the
number of fragments of a periodic safetymessage for a certain
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FIGURE 5. The CDF of the service delay, FWs , for a node moving in a left direction with 100 time slots per frame and 40 time slots
associated with the left direction, i.e., S=100 and |L|=40. (a) Split up parameter τ = 0. (b) Split up parameter τ = ∞.

node, the arrival of each periodic safety message results in a
simultaneous arrival of nf fragments in the periodic safety
message queue in Fig. 2. Consequently, this queue can be
modeled as a D/G/1 queue with fixed-size batch arrivals.
Hence, the queueing delay that a tagged fragment of a peri-
odic safety message experiences consists of two components:
the delay since the batch (to which the tagged fragment
belongs) enters the queue until the first fragment of the batch
becomes the HOL, plus the service delay of all the fragments
queued before the tagged fragment within the batch. The
two components of the queueing delay are independent and
denoted byWq1 andWq2 respectively. Let integerN denote the
inter-arrival time of periodic safety messages, i.e., the batch
inter-arrival time. The PGF of the service delay of one batch,
denoted by Wb(z), is

GWb (z) =
(
GWs (z)

)nf .
Hence, provided that Wb = G′Wb

(1) < N , which is the
necessary and sufficient condition for stability of the periodic
safety message queue [16], the PGF ofWq1 can be calculated
as follows [18], [19]

GWq1
(z) =

ξ
[∏N−1

i=1 (z− zi)
]
(z− 1)

zN − GWb (z)

where

ξ = lim
z→1

zN − GWb (z)[∏N−1
i=1 (z− zi)

]
(z− 1)

and complex numbers z1, z2, . . . , zN−1 are the roots of the
function zN − GWb (z), which are on or inside the unit circle
but not equal to 1. The PGF, GWq2

(z), can be calculated
by noting that Wq2 is the sum of I service delays where I
is a random variable representing the number of fragments
queued before the tagged fragment within the batch. Since
the tagged fragment can be any fragment within the batch
with equal probabilities, fI (i) = 1

nf
, i = 0, . . . , nf − 1,

and GI (z) = 1
nf

∑nf−1
i=0 zi. Hence, by using the law of total

expectation,

GWq2
(z) = GI (GWs (z)).

Consequently,

GWq (z) = GWq1
(z)× GWq2

(z)

Wq = G′Wq
(1).

V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
We use MATLAB R2011b and the Symbolic Math Toolbox
V5.7 for the calculation of the average delays as described in
Section IV. Figs. 5a and 5b show FWs for a node moving in a
left direction with τ = 0 and τ = ∞ respectively. The main
difference between the two cases is that, when τ = ∞,FWs (n)
remains constant for a certain range of n. With τ = ∞, the
node can only access time slots in set L. As a result, there
should be a range of n where fWs (n) = 0. For instance, if
k = 2, S = 100, and |L| = 40, fWs (n) = 0,∀n ∈
{40, . . . , 61}.
Fig. 6a shows the average total delayW of a periodic safety

message with nf = 1 (a typical case for vehicles) for a node
moving in a left direction with k = 1. Both τ = 0 and τ = ∞
cases are plotted in Fig. 6a for various N values. Although
the τ = 0 and τ = ∞ cases have different FWs (in Figs. 5a
and 5b), when k = 1, both τ values result in the same Ws,
which is represented by the straight line in Fig. 6a. As shown
in Fig.6a, if S ≤ N , W is the same as Ws since each safety
message is served before the next one arrives, i.e., Wq = 0.
When S > N , the queueing component Wq is added to the
total delay W , and the value of W continues to increase with
S and approaches∞ when S tends to the instability value S∗

at Ws = N . Eventually, the value of S∗ increases with the
number of time slots, k , that the node is allowed to access
per frame. To illustrate the effect of k on the total delay W ,
Fig. 6b shows W for N = 150 and different k values. As
shown in Fig. 6b, while a frame duration S = 300 results
in instability for the k = 1 case, when k is increased to
2, the value of W remains below 200 slots for both τ = 0
and τ = ∞. To consider a case of large-size periodic safety
messages (typically for RSUs), Fig. 7 shows the total delay
W of a fragment of a periodic safety message with nf = 4
for an RSU when N = 200 and |F | = 0.4S. The different
components of W for such multi-fragment periodic safety
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FIGURE 6. The average total delay, W , of a single-fragment periodic message (nf = 1) for a node moving in a left direction with 40
percent of the time slots associated with the left direction, i.e., |L|=0.4S. (a) Number of time slots accessed per frame k = 1. (b)
Periodic message inter-arrival time N = 150.

FIGURE 7. The average total delay, W , of a fragment of a
four-fragment periodic message (nf = 4) for an RSU with 200
time slots message inter-arrival time and 40 percent of the time
slots associated with RSUs, i.e., N = 200 and |F| = 0.4S.

messages, i.e., Ws,Wq1 , and Wq2 , are verified via MATLAB
simulations in [7].

Fig. 8a illustrates the average total delay W of an event-
driven safety message for a node moving in a left direction
with k = 1. Unlike the periodic safety messages case in
Fig. 6a, due to the Poisson arrival of event-driven safety
messages, even if S ≤ 1/λ, the queueing delay Wq > 0 and
W > Ws. The effect of k on the total delay of
event-driven safety messages is shown in Fig. 8b for
λ = 1/200 message/slot.
Based on the numerical results in this section, it is observed

that the delay performance of the VeMAC with τ = 0 is
better than τ = ∞ for both periodic and event-driven safety
messages, especially for large k and N , and small λ values.
If the size of the periodic safety messages broadcasted by
vehicles is 150 bytes, a VeMACMTU of 675 bytes is suitable
to include one periodic safety message and all the VeMAC
control information which should be transmitted on the CCH.
For a transmission rate of 18 Mbps, which is one of the rates
supported by the IEEE 802.11p OFDM physical layer for the

5 GHz band, the VeMAC MTU transmission time is 0.3 ms.
By including guard periods and considering the physical
layer overhead, a slot duration of 0.35 ms can be assumed.
Given this slot duration, for the periodic safety messages of
vehicles, if N = 200 slots = 70 ms, and each vehicle is
allowed to access one periodic time slot per frame, then from
Fig. 6a, a frame duration S = 300 results in an average
total delay around 185 slots (65 ms) for the τ = 0 case.
Similarly, for the event-driven safety messages in Fig. 8a, if
λ = 1/300 message/slot = 9.5 message/s, and if the
transmitting node is allowed to access only one event-driven
time slot per frame, a frame duration of 300 slots results in an
average delay around 250 slots (88 ms). Note that, the frame
duration S represents the maximum number of time slots
available for any THS in the network. For instance, if S = 300
slots and the transmission range is 200 m (corresponding
to the maximum length of 400 m occupied by a THS on a
road segment), the total number of time slots available for
all the nodes on a road segment of any 400 m is equal to 300
slots. The results in this section help to determine the VeMAC
parameters, such as τ, kp, ke, and S, used for the comparison
with the IEEE 802.11p standard as follows.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Computer simulations are conducted using the network sim-
ulator ns-2 [5] to evaluate the performance of the VeMAC
protocol in comparison with the IEEE 802.11p standard in
broadcasting the safety messages. Periodic safety messages
are generated continuously, while event-driven safety mes-
sages are generated according to an exponential ON/OFF
model (i.e., the ON and OFF periods are exponentially dis-
tributed) at each node in the simulations. For the VeMAC
protocol, the periodic and event-driven safety messages are
queued and served as specified in Sections II and III 2. On
the other hand, for the IEEE 802.11p, we have employed

2Our ns-2 implementation of the VeMAC protocol, including the periodic
and event-driven message queues, will be made available online [20] to
interested researchers.
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FIGURE 8. The average total delay, W , of an event-driven safety message for a node moving in a left direction with 40 percent of the
time slots associated with the left direction, i.e., |L| = 0.4S. (a) Number of time slots accessed per frame k = 1. (b) Event-driven
message average arrival rate λ = 1/200 message/slot.

TABLE 1. ns-2 simulation parameters.

the EDCA scheme, which assigns any MSDU to one of four
different access categories (ACs) [21]. The event-driven and
periodic safety messages are respectively assigned to the
highest and second-highest priority ACs, i.e., AC_VO and
AC_VI [4]. Two simulation scenarios are considered: a square
network and a realistic city scenario. For both scenarios,
the ns-2 parameters are summarized in Table 1. The IEEE
802.11p parameter values in Table 1 are as specified by the
IEEE 802.11p OFDM physical layer for the 5 GHz band
[4], [21]. The carrier frequency of 5.89 GHz represents the
center frequency of the DSRC channel 178 (the CCH), and
the transmission power of 33 dBm is the maximum power

allowed on this channel for private OBUs and RSUs as in the
ASTM E2213 standard [22]. Given these values of the carrier
frequency and the transmission power, the receiving threshold
(RxThresh) and the carrier sensing threshold (CSThresh) in
Table 1 result in a communication range of 150 m and a
carrier sensing range of 200m for free space propagation. The
capture threshold (CPThresh) is the minimum ratio between
the powers of two received signals required for the receiver to
capture the signal with the higher power and discard the one
with the lower power. The dumb agent used in the network
layer just passes the data from the transport layer to the MAC
layer while sending, and vice versa while receiving (since
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FIGURE 9. Simulation results for the square network. (a) Goodput. (b) Probability of a transmission collision. (c) Channel utilization.
(d) Average delay for a transmission rate of 12 Mbps.

all the safety messages under consideration are single-hop
broadcast messages).

In addition to the total delay (as defined in Section IV),
the following performance metrics are considered: 1) good-
put which is the average rate of safety messages which
are successfully delivered to all the one-hop neighbours;
2) channel utilization defined as the percentage of time that
the channel is used for successful transmission of payload
data (a transmission is considered successful only if it is
correctly received by all the one-hop neighbours); 3) overhead
defined as the percentage of control information relative to the
total information transmitted on the channel; 4) probability of
a transmission collision, i.e., the probability that a transmitted
safetymessage experiences a collision at one ormore one-hop
neighbours; and 5) fairness indicator. A metric is calculated
for each node x, denoted by r(x), which is the ratio of the
number of safety messages transmitted by node x to the
total number of safety messages transmitted by all nodes.
The fairness indicator is the deviation (in percentage) of r(x)
from a fair share, f (x), that equals the total number of safety
messages generated at node x normalized by the total number
of safety messages generated at all nodes. That is, the fairness
indicator for a node x is equal to | r(x)− f (x)/f (x) | ×100.
All the performance metrics, except the overhead and the

channel utilization, are calculated separately for the periodic
and event-driven safety messages.

A. SQUARE NETWORK
The first scenario under consideration is a set of stationary
nodes uniformly distributed in a square network with side
length of 500 m. Fig. 9a shows the periodic and event-driven
message goodputs of the VeMAC and the IEEE 802.11p pro-
tocols using two different physical layer transmission rates.
Note that, based on the parameters in Table 1, the average
rates of periodic and event-driven safety messages generated
at each node are 10 messages/s and 3.3 messages/s respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 9a, the VeMAC outperforms the
IEEE 802.11p for all the node densities and transmission
rates under consideration. For instance, when the number
of nodes in the network is 250, the VeMAC protocol can
successfully deliver almost all the periodic and event-driven
safety messages to all the one-hop neighbours, while the
IEEE 802.11p fails to deliver around 50% of the event-
driven messages and more than 40% of the periodic messages
using a transmission rate of 12 Mbps. This outperforming of
the VeMAC protocol in terms of safety message goodput is
due to its ability to reduce the probability of a transmission
collision as compared with the IEEE 802.11p standard. As
shown in Fig. 9b, there is a significant difference between
the probability of a transmission collision achieved by the
two protocols. For the VeMAC protocol, the probability of
a transmission collision of an event-driven safety packet is
higher than that of a periodic safety packet, especially at
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TABLE 2. VISSIM simulation parameters.

high node densities. The reason is that, when the event-driven
safety message queue is empty, a node releases its event-
driven time slot (i.e., no information is transmitted in the slot)
and re-acquires a new one when the next event-driven safety
message is generated. This technique relatively increases the
rate of access collisions of the event-driven safety packets,
as compared with that of the periodic ones. Note that, if the
periodic safety message queue is empty, a node must transmit
a Type1 packet (including only control information in this
case) in its periodic time slot, which allows the node to keep
reserving its periodic time slot even when there is no periodic
safety packet waiting for transmission. In Figs. 9a and 9b,
the performance of the IEEE 802.11p improves with the
higher transmission rate, since the transmission duration of
each packet is reduced, which decreases the probability of a
transmission collision from the neighbouring nodes. On the
other hand, the effect of the channel rate on the performance
of the VeMAC in Figs. 9a and 9b is negligible. As the VeMAC
protocol achieves a higher message goodput than the IEEE
802.11p, it also provides a better channel utilization, as illus-
trated in Fig. 9c. The channel utilization in Fig. 9c improves
with the lower transmission rate, due to an increase in the
packet transmission duration, which consequently increases
the percentage of time that the channel is used for successful
transmissions. When the transmission rate decreases from
18 Mbps to 12 Mbps, the channel utilization of the VeMAC
protocol increases by a factor of 1.5 (the same ratio between
the two transmission rates), while that of the IEEE 802.11p
increases by a factor less than 1.5, as the probability of a trans-
mission collision also increases with the lower transmission
rate.

Fig. 9d shows the total delay of the VeMAC and the IEEE
802.11p protocols. For both periodic and event-driven safety
messages, the total delay of theVeMACprotocol is dominated
by the access delay component, which is around 48 ms (one
half the duration of a frame). At the lowest node density in
Fig. 9d, the total delay of the periodic safety messages for the
IEEE 802.11p protocol is around 280 µs, which is the sum

of the durations of one AC_VI AIFS (71 µs), one periodic
safety packet transmission duration (164µs), and the average
backoff time (CW size/2×aSlotTime = 45.5µs). This delay
increases with the node density, due to an increase in the num-
ber of backoff cycles that a periodic safety packet encounters.
The delay of the event-driven safety messages for the IEEE
802.11p protocol is higher than that of the periodic safety
messages, due to a large size of the event-driven messages,
which results in a higher transmission duration. Although
the VeMAC has a higher total delay than the IEEE 802.11p
protocol, it is well below the 100 ms delay bound required for
most of the safety applications [9].

FIGURE 10. A snap shot of the simulations showing the
simulated roads in blue.

B. CITY SCENARIO
We consider the city scenario as shown in Fig. 10, which
consists of a set of roads around the University of Waterloo
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FIGURE 11. Simulation results for the city scenario. (a) Periodic message goodput. (b) Event-driven message goodput. (c) Probability
of a transmission collision. (d) Overhead. (e) Average total delay for VeMAC. (f) Periodic fairness indicator for VeMAC. (g) Event-driven
fairness indicator for VeMAC.

(UW) campus. To simulate vehicle traffic, the microscopic
vehicle traffic simulator VISSIM is employed [6]. The sim-
ulator generates a vehicle trace file, which is transformed to
an ns-2 scenario file using a MATLAB parser3. At the start
of the simulation, vehicles enter the road network from every
possible entry according to a Poisson process with rate λv.
After a certain time duration tin, the vehicle input to the road
network is stopped, and after an additional warm up period
tw (to reduce transient state effects), the position and speed
of each vehicle are recorded at the end of every simulation
step. Two types of vehicles are considered: cars and buses.
The two vehicle types differ mainly in the vehicle dimensions,
as well as the maximum/desired acceleration and deceleration
as functions of the vehicle speed. All cars and buses have the
same desired speed distribution, which differs from one road
to another, and during the left and right turns at intersections.

3Videos of the VISSIM and ns-2 simulations have been recorded and
uploaded to [24] and [25] respectively.

Every intersection in the road network is controlled either by
a traffic light, or a stop sign, based on how the intersection
is controlled in reality. At signalized intersections, left turns
are controlled by the traffic light controller, and right turns are
allowed during the red signal phase. Before a vehicle enters an
intersection area, it decides whether to turn left, turn right, or
not to make any turn, according to a certain probability mass
function, which differs from one intersection to another.
The car following model used is the Wiedemann 74 model

[23] developed for urban traffic. A vehicle can be in one of
four modes: free driving, approaching, following, and brak-
ing. In each mode, the vehicle acceleration is a function of the
vehicle speed, the characteristics of the driver and the vehicle,
as well as the distance and the speed difference between the
subject vehicle and the vehicle in front [23]. The last two
variables also determine the thresholds between the four driv-
ing modes of a vehicle. The Wiedemann 74 model uses three
parameters: the average standstill distance (AX), the additive
part of the safety distance (BXadd ), and the multiplicative
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part of the safety distance (BXmult ). The AX parameter is the
average desired distance between stationary vehicles, and is
used with the BXadd and BXmult parameters to determine the
desired following distance of a vehicle [23]. A vehicle can
perform a lane change, either to turn left or right, or because
it has a higher speed than the vehicle in front and there is
more space in an adjacent lane. The lane change decision
depends on the desired safety distance parameters (i.e., BXadd
and BXmult ), as well as on the speeds and decelerations of
the vehicle making the lane change and the vehicle coming
from behind in the destination lane. The VISSIM simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 2.

As shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, for all the vehicle densities
under consideration, the VeMAC protocol can successfully
deliver almost all the periodic and event-driven safety mes-
sages to all the vehicles in the one-hop neighbourhoud. At the
highest vehicle density, the VeMAC protocol achieves around
23% and 32% higher goodput respectively in the periodic
and event-driven safety message goodputs, as compared to
the IEEE 802.11p. Fig. 11c shows the significant difference
in the probability of a transmission collision achieved by the
two protocols. For instance, when the number of vehicles
is 839, the probability of a collision of a periodic (event-
driven) safetymessage for the IEEE 802.11p is around 2 order
of magnitude (1.5 order of magnitude) greater than for the
VeMAC protocol. One main reason of the high probability of
a transmission collision for the IEEE 802.11p is the hidden
terminal problem, since for broadcast packets, no handshak-
ing [request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS)] information
exchange is used and no acknowledgement is transmitted
from any recipient of the packet [21]. Another reason is that,
although the small CW size assigned to the AC_VO and
AC_VI allows the safety packets to be transmitted with small
delays, it increases the probability of a transmission collision
when multiple vehicles within the same THS are simulta-
neously trying to broadcast their safety packets. Further, if
a transmission collision of a broadcast packet happens, the
CW size is not doubled (such as in the unicast case), as there
is no collision detection without CTS and acknowledgment
packets.

The reduction in the probability of a transmission collision
by the VeMAC protocol, which results in the high periodic
and event-driven message goodputs in Figs. 11a and 11b,
is achieved at the expense of an increase in the protocol
overhead as shown in Fig. 11d. The main source of the
VeMAC overhead is that every Type1 packet transmitted by
a certain vehicle x includes the set of one-hop neighbour
IDs, N (x), and the time slot index corresponding to each
node ID in set N (x) (as indicated in Table 1). On the other
hand, the overhead of the IEEE 802.11p protocol is due to
control information such as the frame check sequence (FCS)
and the physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) header.
At low vehicle density, the overheads of the VeMAC pro-
tocol and IEEE 802.11p are similar, as shown in Fig. 11d.
However, when the vehicle density increases, the overhead
of the IEEE 802.11p remains the same, while that of the

VeMAC protocol increases due to a large number of one-hop
neighbours of each vehicle, which results in a large amount
of control information included in the header of transmitted
Type1 packets. Note that, all the VeMAC control information
is transmitted on the CCH, which is reserved only for the
transmission of safety messages and control information. As
well, the VeMAC control information provides each vehicle
with knowledge about all the other vehicles in the two-hop
neighbourhood. This knowledge can reduce the overhead of
some layer 3 protocols, such as the elimination of the Hello
messages of position based routing protocols. On the other
hand, in a high vehicle density scenario, a large size of the
VeMAC control information may increase the number of
fragments of each periodic safety message broadcasted by an
RSU. This excess fragmentation can result in a higher delay
of a periodic safety message, unless the RSU accesses more
periodic time slots per frame, kp, to serve the periodic safety
message queue. The VeMAC overhead can be significantly
reduced if each vehicle broadcasts set N and the correspond-
ing time slot indices once every m frames, instead of once in
every frame as described in Section III. However, since set
N and the corresponding time slot indices broadcasted by a
certain node are required for the one-hop neighbours to detect
any transmission collision, as described in Section III-B,
the lack of broadcasting this control information in each
frame (i.e., m > 1) may result in a longer time duration
for a colliding node to detect a transmission collision, and
consequently to resolve the collision by releasing its time slot
and acquiring a new one, a behaviour which can increase the
rates of access collisions and merging collisions. The effect
of the reduction of the VeMAC overhead when m > 1 on
the other performance metrics and on the VeMAC multihop
broadcast service described in [1] needs further investigation.
The total delay of the VeMAC protocol for the periodic

and event-driven safety messages is shown in Fig. 11e. For
both types of safety messages, the VeMAC achieves a total
delay that is well below 100 ms. One reason of the relative
increase in the VeMAC delays at the highest vehicle density is
the high contention on the time slots among different vehicles
whichmay force a vehicle to delay the transmission of a safety
packet until a time slot is available. To study the fairness of
the VeMAC protocol, Figs. 11f and 11g show the fairness
indicators of the periodic and event-driven messages respec-
tively at the highest vehicle density under consideration. The
periodic (event-driven) message fairness indicator is below
0.3% (0.2%) for most of the vehicles, with a maximum value
of 8.3% (6.2%). These results indicate that, even in a high
vehicle density, the VeMAC protocol allows all the vehicles
to transmit their safety messages in a fair way.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on how the VeMAC protocol supports
the high priority safety application messages in VANETs
and compares its performance with that of the IEEE 802.11p
standard. How the periodic and event-driven safety messages
are queued and served by the VeMAC protocol has been
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described, and necessary modifications to the VeMAC pro-
tocol have been defined to allow each node to access multiple
time slots per frame on the control channel. A detailed mes-
sage delay analysis, including queueing and service delay, has
been presented for periodic and event-driven safety messages,
taking into consideration the size and the arrival pattern of the
safety messages. Simulation results show that the VeMAC
protocol can deliver both types of safety messages to all
the nodes in the one-hop neighbouhoud with an acceptable
average delivery delay (less than 100 ms). Moreover, it is
shown that the VeMAC has a low probability of a trans-
mission collision, which results in a higher safety message
goodput and better channel utilization, as compared to the
IEEE 802.11p standard. In the future, we plan to extend the
simulations using realistic vehicle traces in city and highway
scenarios, to perform hardware implementation and real test-
ing of the VeMAC protocol on the control channel, and to
evaluate its performance on the service channels via analysis
and simulations.
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